
GP6 The GP6’s slightly undercut, smooth ramp front sight is
held in place with a roll pin through the slide and sight

base. Replacement front blades are available should they
be necessary to zero the gun.

The rear sight is a quite impressive piece of machine
work, a single piece of metal with the blade machined

into protective wings.

The GP6’s barrel hood is marked with the caliber desig-
nation and serial number. At this time the GP6 is only

available in 9mm.

The GP6’s rotating barrel system operates during cycling
by virtue of a dished helical lug on the underside of the

barrel interacting with a hardened steel pin embedded in
the frame.

The magazine well is nicely generous and beveled to
facilitate fast mag changes.

The GP6 features the same hinged trigger takedown
sequence as the classic Walther PP-series auto pistols.

Out-of-the-box, the GP6 has better trigger pulls,
and a FAR better reset, than most DA auto pistols
even after they’ve received the attentions of a
skilled custom pistolsmith.

The GP6 uses a hinged trigger takedown
sequence in the fashion of the Walther PP-series
and Makarov. Two 17-round, blued carbon steel
magazines are included with the gun. The GP6
has a very nicely flared magazine well. With just a
bit of practice, speedloads with the GP6 should be
– by Production gun standards – fast and easy.

The STI GP6 was accuracy and reliability
tested with a reasonably diverse assortment of
seven different 9mm Parabellum loads from the
bench at 50 feet, the maximum distance possible
at the indoor range on which I do most of my
shooting, using the traditional five-shot groups.
Best accuracy was 1.3 inch with Winchester-USA
ball. With some loads the GP6 did evince a bit of
the well-known “4-and-1 auto pistol syndrome” in
which one round (usually the first) goes wide of an
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